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Landscape with wheat sheaves and rising moon Van Gogh, July 1889

The Feast of Weeks - Shavuot
According to the Jewish calendar, this Sunday, Sivan 6th (May 20th) marks
the biblical festival of Shavuot, also known as the feast of weeks, and known
to the Christian world as Pentecost. It is therefore fitting that we should post
this article, first published on the United Israel website in this edition (link
to original article).

The Hebrew Bible designates three times each year in which all males are to
appear before YHVH, in the place that he will choose.

Three times a year—on the Feast of Unleavened Bread, on the Feast of
Weeks, and on the Feast of Booths—all your males shall appear before
the LORD your God in the place that He will choose. They shall not
appear before the LORD empty-handed, 17 but each with his own gift,
according to the blessing that the LORD your God has bestowed upon
you. (Deuteronomy 16:16-17, JPS 1985)

[Compare Exodus 23:14-17 and 34:23.]

Of these three festivals, perhaps the feast of weeks is the least understood.
As VanderKam stated in his Anchor Bible entry on the subject, this “festival
is unusual among the holidays in the Hebrew Bible in several respects:
it is never assigned a precise date; it is never associated with one of the
great events of Israel’s history; and it is never mentioned by name
except in lists of cultic festivals.”

The biblical feast of Weeks is not assigned a precise date, rather we are told
that the timing for the observance of Weeks is to be determined by counting
seven weeks “from the time you first put the sickle to the standing
grain” (Deuteronomy 16:9). The book of Leviticus provides additional clues
in that it informs the one counting:

And from the day on which you bring the sheaf of elevation offering—
the day after the sabbath—you shall count off seven weeks. They must
be complete: 16 you must count until the day after the seventh week—
fifty days; (Leviticus 23:15-16a, JPS 1985)

The difficulty in determining the precise date has presented an opportunity
for disagreement among the various religious groups past and present.
Which “Sabbath” is one to use? The book of Jubilees, as well as certain texts
from Qumran suggests that they “interpreted the ‘morrow after the
Sabbath,’ in Leviticus 23:11, 15 to mean the first Sunday after the
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Sabbath,’ in Leviticus 23:11, 15 to mean the first Sunday after the
Festival of Unleavened Bread. The Pharisees, however, understood it to
refer to the day after the first day of Unleavened Bread (i.e., 1/16) and
hence Weeks would occur on 3/6. Still other groups (the Boethusians,
Samaritans, and Karaites) took ‘Sabbath’ to mean a literal Sabbath
and regarded it as the one that fell within the seven days of Unleavened
Bread.” (VanderKam).

Regardless of when the count begins, the period of 50 days puts one into the
third biblical month. While the Bible does not make a direct association with
any specific event in Israel’s history, ancient writers, based upon their
reading of the biblical stories, were able to draw certain parallels between
the third month, covenants, and ultimately the meaning of Shavuot. The
covenant at Sinai, for instance, was made in the third month (Exodus 19:1).
Could it be that the precise date of this covenant corresponds with the
Festival of Weeks? Quite possibly since prior to Israel’s departure from
Egypt, there are references to an unnamed festival (Exodus 5:1; 10:9). What
festival is meant in these verses? The Chronicler writes of a religious reform
under the reign of King Asa that took place in the third month (II Chronicles
15). In that covenant the people join by oath, which in Hebrew suggests a
possible connection with Shavuot since the name of Weeks in Hebrew is
based upon the same root word as oath.

VanderKam points out that other covenants were associated with the third
month. The author of Jubilees, though unsupported by any direct scriptural
reference claims that God’s covenants with Noah, Abraham, and the
covenant between Jacob and Laban all took place at this time of year.

Perhaps the precise dating of weeks must remain a mystery. Perhaps, there
is no historical event that can be shown to be the source of this ancient
Hebrew festival. Given the uncertainties surrounding Shavuot, those
seeking to live a biblical life are left to sort through the arguments and
count for themselves. From the available information that has come down
to us in modern times we must admit the complexities involved in
determining a precise date for Weeks. If the ancient Israelites debated over
the date, one should not be surprised that we too will be forced to enter the
fray if we hope to solve the old question of when to begin the count. Maybe it
is enough for us to think of this season as a time of renewal to the covenants
of old, or a time to reflect on the goodness of YHVH. According to Jeremiah, a
people with a “revolting and rebellious heart,” refused to say,

“Let us revere the LORD our God, Who gives the rain, the early and late
rain in season, Who keeps for our benefit, the weeks (Shavuot)
appointed for harvest.” (Jeremiah 5:24, JPS 1985)

_______________________________________________

For further reading:

Exodus 23:14-17; 34:23; Leviticus 23:9-16; Deuteronomy 16:9-17



Exodus 23:14-17; 34:23; Leviticus 23:9-16; Deuteronomy 16:9-17

This article on the United Israel World Union Website

The Truth About Shavuoth, Gordon, N. (2014). Nehemia’s Wall.

Bringing in the Sheaves, Tabor, J.D. (2014).

Feast of Weeks, VanderKam, J.C., Anchor Bible Dictionary

Israel Seventy and Strong
This week, David and Patty Tyler, along with the editor attended a
celebratory summit in Washington D.C.. The Tylers, through connections,
were able to secure passes for the entire summit, which included a tour of
the Museum of the Bible, a Gala dinner celebration, and access to all lectures
and sessions.

The sessions were led by Christian and Jewish leaders, politicians from the
United States as well as representatives from the Israeli Embassy - all friends
of Israel. There was an overview of Israel at 70, a special session on the issues
facing us, and another on increasing our impact. These were followed by
informative talks on growing / advancing the pro-Israel movement, Israeli
innovation, and political action on behalf of Israel, all providing helpful
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innovation, and political action on behalf of Israel, all providing helpful
advice and encouragement for friends of Israel.

The assembled guests all viewed live streamed video from Jerusalem for the
official opening of the U.S. Embassy in Jerusalem. Cheers erupted at various
points during the speeches and at the end an impromptu sounding of
several Shofarot seemed to seal the entire ceremony and was followed by
shouts, clapping and a standing ovation.

Additionally, attendees enjoyed musical performances by a popular
recording artist and a concert violinist.

The summit was organized by ACLI (American Christian Leaders for Israel).
These self-proclaimed Christian Zionists seemed to be assembled on behalf
of the Jewish State for no other reason than to show their unwavering
support for Israel. Speaker after speaker shared their pro-Israel view from
passages found within the Hebrew Bible. A recurring theme was the
Abrahamic covenant in Genesis chapter 12, namely that God will bless those
who bless Israel, and curse those who "curse" Israel. At this summit it was
obvious that all present desired to bless the Jewish people and the land of
Israel.

Our delegation made many new friends, and received invitations to visit
various representatives from the U.S., Israel and even West Africa!

One thing is certain and was re-emphasized to all of us at this summit;
without the determination of Christian Zionists, the U.S. Embassy
would likely have remained in Tel Aviv!

Israel needs friends, and based upon the reaction of Israelis, from the Prime
Minister in Jerusalem to representatives of the Israeli Embassy in the United
States of America, all are grateful for the unending support of the non-Jews
who truly love the people and the land of Israel. Am Israel Chai!



Christian Zionists in America's
Capital - Israel On My Mind

In this week’s show, Jono and Ross take a more serious approach to the news.
Their conversation is primarily about a summit held this past week in
Washington, D.C. that was attended by Ross and Dave & Patty Tyler – all
members of United Israel World Union. Ross and Jono discuss the Israel
Seventy and Strong Summit, a conference attended by Jewish and Christian
Leaders, politicians, and representatives from the Embassy of Israel who all
met in a pro-Israel setting. The event celebrated Yom Yerushalayim, the
anniversary of Israel’s declaration of Independence, and the move of the
American Embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. Click here to listen to this
week's show.
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Thou Shalt Innovate
One of the presenters during the Israel Seventy & Strong Summit was Avi
Jorisch.

Avi is a "seasoned entrepreneur and Middle East expert. He is a Senior
Fellow at the American Foreign Policy Council and founder of IMS, a
merchant processing company that services clients nationwide. A
thought leader in exploring global trends in the Arab world, radical
Islam, counterterrorism, and illicit finance, Mr. Jorisch previously
served in the US Departments of Treasury and Defense. He holds a
bachelor's degree in history from Binghamton University and a
master's degree in Islamic history from the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem. He has also studied Arabic and Islamic philosophy at the
American University in Cairo and al-Azhar University. His articles
have appeared in influential outlets including the New York Times, the
Wall Street Journal, Foreign Affairs, Forbes, and Al-Arabiya.net."
Readers of the Bulletin can learn more at Avi's website.

Avi gave a presentation based upon his book, Thou Shalt Innovate. The
editor was so impressed by the presentation that he purchased the book
immediately after the presentation and had the author autograph his copy.
The inscription says, "To Ross - In honor of Israel's 70th birthday. Here's to
another 70 years of prosperity. Yours, Avi Jorisch, May 2018."

The book is a fascinating look at several innovations that come from Israel. It
highlights these innovations, but goes far beyond these creations and claims
that behind each of these is a culture that can be traced to Judaism and the
Hebrew Bible. From the inside jacket of the book - "Thou Shalt Innovate
profiles Israeli innovations that are collectively changing the lives of
billions of people around the world and explores why Israeli innovators
of all faiths feel compelled to make the world better. This is the story of
how Israelis are helping to feed the hungry, cure the sick, protect the
defenseless, and make the desert bloom. Israel is playing a
disproportionate role in helping solve some of the world's biggest
challenges by tapping into the nation's soul: the spirit of tikkun olam -
the Jewish concept of repairing the world.....Thou Shalt Innovate tells
the story of how Israeli innovation is making the world a better place.
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the story of how Israeli innovation is making the world a better place.
Israel has extraordinary innovators who are bound together by their
desire to save lives and find higher purpose. In a part of the world that
has more than its share of darkness, these stories are rays of light."

The editor, in breaks between sessions at the summit, one evening before
going to sleep and on the flights home, finished the book. It was hard to take
a break from reading this "page turner." These stories not only revealed
great Israeli innovations that are changing our world, but featured both
Jewish and non-Jewish innovators. We highly encourage readers of the
Bulletin to purchase and read Thou Shalt Innovate - How Israeli Ingenuity
Repairs the World.

A young Bibi Netanyahu addressing the UN General Assembly.

Bibi's UN Debut
In his latest Remembering David Horowitz post, the 39th in the series, author
Ralph Buntyn describes among other fascinating details the arrival on the
scene at the United Nations of a new Israeli ambassador.

1984 had arrived. Italy and the Vatican ended a 1600-year old religious
edict, Operation Moses was launched, and Yigael Yadin is remembered. A
new Israeli ambassador to the United Nations bursts onto the scene joining
veteran journalist David Horowitz as a formidable pair in defense of the State
of Israel.

Don’t miss the latest episode of the “Remembering David Horowitz” series
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Don’t miss the latest episode of the “Remembering David Horowitz” series
titled: “Bibi’s UN Debut.”

Jerusalem - Home of Embassies
On May 14th, 2018, coinciding with the 70th anniversary of Israel's
Declaration of Independence, the United States officially opened its Embassy
in Jerusalem. This move was announced on December 6th of 2017 by U.S.
President Donald J Trump, and was heralded as a fulfillment of the
Jerusalem Embassy Act of 1995. Since the public law was introduced,
successive administrations, both Democrat and Republican had exercised a
presidential waiver and the move was postponed. Guatemala followed the
U.S. lead and has moved their embassy to Jerusalem and others have
announced their intention to do the same. The editor applauds those nations
who are willing to make this controversial stand, and sees the recognition of
Jerusalem as the undivided and eternal capital of Israel as a sign of the times.

"At that time Jerusalem shall be called the throne of יהוה and all nations shall
gather to it, to the presence of יהוה in Jerusalem, and they shall no more
stubbornly follow their own evil heart.” (Jeremiah 3:17)

We pray that many others will move their embassies to Jerusalem, to the
place of the throne. Standing with Israel will continue to be challenged in
these days, but it is the right thing to do. We encourage our readers from
every nation to encourage your leaders to do the same. Ultimately all
nations are called to gather around the throne (the city of Jerusalem), and so
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nations are called to gather around the throne (the city of Jerusalem), and so
it behooves every nation to get there early and secure a nice piece of real
estate.

Preparing for Movie Nights
This Sabbath past, Jon Langberg and David Cole worked on getting things
prepared for future movie showings at the UI Center South in Saint
Francisville, Louisiana. We have discussed this often and feel that it will
provide an excellent way to bring people together for some fun and
fellowship. Jon and Linden Langberg have provided the Center with a new
DVD player, David and Sherry Cole provided the monitor, and David and Patty
Tyler provided the sound system.

The test went well. The three of us watched, Israel, the Royal Tour, and as an
added bonus, Jon made us popcorn! Jon's review of the movie is featured in
this edition of the Bulletin. We will keep the locals posted on dates and times
for our upcoming movie times here at the UI Center South.

Jon Langberg's Movie Reviews



Israel - The Royal Tour
Publication

[Place of publication not identified] : [Publisher not identified], [2014]
[Arlington, VA] : PBS Distribution ©2014, 60 Min.

Staring

Binyamin Netanyahu and Peter Greenberg

Genre

Summary

Travelogues (Motion pictures)

This non-stop, groundbreaking adventure takes the viewer on a historic
journey throughout Israel, at the intersection of the world's three great
religions. Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and Peter Greenberg explore
Israel as it has never been seen before, through the eyes of its leader.

Author’s Review & Grade:

For this video the summary says it all. My wife and I watched the video and
our take away was that Binyamin Netanyahu is a great man with a deep love
of his country. He would be a great leader for any country but fortunately he
belongs to Israel.

On a 1 to 5 scale, I give this show a 5. It is OK for everyone. I’m not sure this is
for “Movie Night” at the Learning Center but I’d like to see if there is an
interest after our table discussion on some Saturday afternoon. It is only 60
minutes and I’ll make the popcorn.



The Name
In this class, Ross enters into the discussion on the Name of the God of
Israel. He traces his views of the name from his first awareness that God has
a name. In this teaching Ross covers what we know, and what is based on
speculation. What does the term “tetragrammaton” mean? What are the
four letters? Can we know with any certainty how to pronounce the name?
Can we know with any certainty if modern proposals reflect ancient
realities? Were the letters pronounced as vowels, or do the Hebrew letters
of the name represent consonants? How did the name Yahweh come to be
accepted as a leading proposal for the pronunciation? Was the third letter of
the name a “vav” or a “waw?” What is a theophory and how does this help us
in determining what the pronunciation of the name was? This and more in
the first of a series on The True God. Click here for the summary and audio
of the class on the name, or below for the video on Facebook or YouTube.

Join Jono, Ross and Tovia on
Tanakh Tour Four!
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Tanakh Tour Four!
Join Jono Vandor, Ross Nichols and Tovia Singer for their fourth Tanakh Tour
of Israel. The popular tour is scheduled from November 11-19, 2018 and is
already filling up.

Just this week Gerri Harris signed up!

There are still a few spots left. In order to secure your seat, go to our tour
page, watch the promo video, read the testimonials, check out the photo
galleries of past tours and then pay your deposit to guarantee your seat on
the tour! Do it soon before all the available seats are taken. Here is the link.
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From the Torah
The Torah reading this week, for those who follow the annual cycle of
readings is BeMidbar (Numbers 1:1-4:20). The associated Prophet reading is
found in Hosea 2:1-22.

"Remember the Torah of my servant Moses, the statutes and judgments
that I commanded him at Horeb for all Israel"

(Malachi 4:4 English / Malachi 3:22 Hebrew).

Support United Israel World Union
For those who wish to donate to United Israel, please visit our Donate Page.
United Israel World Union, INC, is a 501 (c) 3 Non-Profit. All contributions

are tax deductible. Your financial support enables us to do all that we do. You
can make a one time donation or set up a recurring contribution.

We provide all that we do at no charge, trusting that those who benefit
from our work, and who are able to do so, will support the work
financially. In this way, everyone who wants to learn can do so.

We appreciate your interest in, and support of UIWU.

Donate to United Israel World Union, Inc.

Submitting Content to the Bulletin
According to the original Constitution and By-Laws of United Israel World
Union, Inc., the Bulletin is to "serve as the main organ of the corporation and
the chief medium of unification for all members and units of United Israel
World Union Inc. It will contain important Bible data and messages of
current interest." The same document states that "members are invited to
contribute correspondence and data for the Bulletin."

Do you have an article, an item of interest, a prayer request, an
announcement for our readers, or other newsworthy material? Feel free to
submit them for review and possible inclusion in a future edition of the UI
Bulletin. Send email correspondence to the editor here.
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